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With an increasing workload
abroad, Sergison Bates is
extending its exploration of
brick construction. Interviewed
by Graham Bizley, the partners
suggest its everyday familiarity
can act as a spur to invention.
The approach reflects that of
Danish architect PV JensenKlint, who almost a century
ago conceived a great brick
masterpiece – Copenhagen’s
Gruntvig Church.
Jayne Rolfe
To find out more about the bricks or pavers
in featured projects, or to submit work, email
brick@brick.org.uk or phone 020 7323 7030.
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Frontispiece
Gruntvig Church in
Copenhagen, 1913-1940,
by Peder Vilhelm JensenKlint. Photo: Ole Meyer.
Cover
Marlies Rohmer’s multimosque in Amsterdam is
shared by the Turkish and
Moroccan communities.
Photo: Marcel van der
Burg.
Back cover
Recycled bricks in the
facade of Ningbo
Historic Museum, China,
by Wang Shu.
Photo: Iwan Baan.
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match brick work
3 Natura rainscreen cladding panels, colour Olive Green
4 Powder Coated Aluminium coping, colour to match
rainscreen cladding
5 Corten perforated panel
6 Fairfaced relief-patterned concrete
7
adjacent rainscreen cladding
8 Corten reveal/head/cill
9 Warm anodised Aluminium windows
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38 Kingsland Road London E2 8DD
E-mail: studio@buschowhenley.co.uk
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Buschow Henley has obtained detailed
planning consent for a £13m primary care
centre in Lambeth, south London. The
80 metre long Akerman Road PCC
will include four GP surgeries, dentistry,
midwifery and community health facilities.
Located in Myatts Field, the surrounding

Health Promotion

1100mm steel
railing fence & gate

buildings are largely of brick and date from
the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.
The centre takes its form from the massing
of a nearby church and the order of a flatfronted London terrace. A decorated
Corten frieze with deep-set ‘shop’ windows
forms the base of the building. Above, white
brickwork extends two storeys to a precast
concrete parapet. The masonry is continued
to third floor level in the centre of the
north and south gables, and at a crossing
above the east and west entrances. The
facades are punctuated by vertical bronze
anodised aluminium windows. A textured
brick with a handmade appearance has
been specified to counter the monumental
aspects of the design. The mortar will match
the brickwork and be flush pointed.

CAFOD headquarters unveiled
Black Architecture has used yellow stock
bricks to carefully control the facades of its
Catholic Agency for Overseas Development
(CAFOD) headquarters building, currently
on site in Southwark, south London. The
masonry is expressed as a surface skin with
all cills, reveals and panel edges closed with

zinc-finished insulated cavity barriers and
linings. The castellated fenestration pattern
includes lines of ribbon windows on the
upper levels, which allow natural light into
the heart of the plan. Larger windows interrupt the ribbon glazing, framing views of
Pugin’s St George’s Cathedral, located opposite. Black mortar will emphasise the texture
and colour variations in the brickwork.

Brick Awards shortlist announced

Action stations at Rayleigh Weir

The Brick Awards shortlist has been
announced by a judging panel chaired by
Bob Allies of Allies & Morrison. There are
14 awards split into three categories: housing, building and landscape, and technical
and craft. This year, an additional category

Due to complete on site shortly, Rayleigh
Weir is an eco-friendly fire station designed
by Hunters. The £4m scheme comprises a
single-storey, four-bay garage, a training
tower and a two-storey administration/
accommodation block. Among the green

technologies featured in the design are a
geothermal heating system, solar thermal
water heating and a planned wind turbine
expected to generate 8900kWh of energy
per year. Smooth blue engineering bricks
were chosen for the facades to reflect the
reliability and solidity of the fire service, as
well as for functional reasons including

durability and longevity. Angled parapet
lines give the brickwork a dynamic appearance while using minimal special bricks. The
heavy appearance and dark colour of the
masonry contrasts with two interlocking
white- rendered volumes. The two materials
combine to express the different structural
and functional elements of the building.

has been created – best educational building. There is one overall winner: The BDA
Building of the Year – Supreme Award,
which goes to the project judged to be the
finest from all categories. Shortlisted entries
include Vassall Road apartments in London
by Tony Fretton Architects (left, photo:
Peter Cook) for the best private housing
development, and Wright & Wright’s Hull
Truck Theatre (below) for the best public
building. The full list can be seen on the
BDA website. The awards will be presented
on 4 November at London’s Marriott
Grosvenor Square Hotel. For tables and
tickets contact Lucy Bond on 07958 755921
or lucy@bondeventmanagement.co.uk
(details: www.brick.org.uk).

A

Panter Hudspith in York
Panter Hudspith Architects has designed a
five storey, 6200 square metre office building in the centre of York. The Carmelite
Street development will occupy a prominent
location on the new St John’s Square, part
of the Hungate regeneration scheme.
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Intended to achieve a BREEAM Excellent
rating, the design features high levels of
thermal mass, geothermal piles and an
extensive biodiverse green roof. Externally,
a series of reconstituted stone ‘light shelves’
and prefabricated brick vertical fins provide
protection from solar gain, while ensuring
good levels of natural lighting for the floor

38 Kingsland Road London E2 8DD
E-mail: studio@buschowhenley.co.uk

plates. The Carmelite Street facade
comprises prefabricated brick panels with
floor-to-ceiling windows and a continuous
clerestorey above. Brick construction was
chosen to reflect the brick warehouses that
formerly occupied the site and those which
remain across the River Foss. Brick was
also chosen for its durability and flexibility.

A new edition of RW Brunskill’s widely
praised Brick Building in Britain has been
published by Yale University Press. The
book has been expanded to include a
summary of the use of clay, mud bricks and
turf as predecessors and companions to
burnt brick. Re-titled Brick and Clay
Building in Britain, the new edition is
divided into five sections. Part one gives
an account of how bricks, brick tiles and
terracotta have been made and used from
medieval times to the present day. Part two
provides an illustrated glossary of brickwork.
Part three, the chronological survey,
comprises photographs and detailed notes
of brick buildings from early survivors to

the brickwork of recent years. Part four
provides a useful introduction to the use
of unbaked earth in its various techniques
and different locations. Last but not least,
part five covers the Brick Tax, cavity walling
and damp proof courses, the use of the
Header Bond in brickwork, and a note
about brickwork in Scotland and Ireland
(Yale University Press, 262pp £30).
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Brick and clay building in Britain
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PROJECTS

and is marked with games courts. The garden at the rear adjoins the prayer halls and
serves as a meeting place. The ground-floor
prayer halls have double-height ceilings and
individual internal entrances. The orientation of the prayer halls corresponds to the
site, yet is coincidentally aligned almost
exactly towards Mecca. The space between

ND
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Transvaalbuurt is a district on the east side of
The masterplan of Transvaalbuurt was
Amsterdam with large resident communities designed by the architect HP Berlage in the
10
of Moroccan and Turkish origins. At its plattegrond
early 1920s
and the new community centre
heart, local practice Architectenbureau adopts the building lines of the characteristic
Marlies Rohmer has built a mosque with two perimeter block. The facade has classical triprayer halls, offices and classrooms.
partite proportions, with a single-storey corThe 1370 square metre, 1.7m euro ‘multi- nice ornamented with brickwork ‘rosettes’.
mosque’ was the outcome of intensive com- The architecture of the Amsterdam School
munity consultation, in contrast to other and of Islam share a robust massing comsuch plans in the Netherlands that have been bined with ornamentation and both
dogged by disputes. These typically concern informed the design. The facade is varied
the siting, the programme, the size, the visi- with panels of brickwork, large and small
ble building materials and, above all, the windows, and areas of filigree masonry. The
overtly ‘Islamic’ character of the architec- perforate screens of brick help establish a
plattegrond0
plattegrond20
ture. A major issue is almost invariably the relation between the prayer halls and the
inclusion of a conspicuous dome or minaret. street while respecting the privacy of worplattegrond10
In recent years the Netherlands’ one mil- shippers. The facade culminates in a wide
lion-strong Muslim community has estab- oriel window to the shared classrooms that
lished more than 450 mosques, but most of literally unites the two communities.
plattegrond10
project
MFCJoubertstraat
these are inconspicuously housed in former
There are separate prayer spaces for the
ArchitectenbureauMarliesRohmer
specificatie
schools, churches or office buildings. With Turkish and Moroccan congregations, and
the newly-built mosques, moreover, innova- for men and women, but everyone enters by
tion tends to be limited to the use of charac- the same doorway. A staircase rises from the
teristic Dutch building materials to dress a central lobby to the women’s prayer space.
vocabulary quoted literally from Islamic
The square in front of the building reinprecedents with little real understanding.
forces the public character of the mosque
BRA
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ArchitectenbureauMarliesRohmer

Credits Architect: Architectenbureau Marlies Rohmer;
design team: Marlies Rohmer, Floris Hund, Kiersten
Gabriëls, Gieneke Pieterse, Boris Briels, Pepijn Nolet;
structural engineering: Amsterdams Bouwadviesbureau;
client: Stadsdeel Amsterdam Oost Watergraafsmeer;
photos: Marlies Rohmer (above, opposite and left),
Marcel van der Burg (below left), Luuk Kramer (below).
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Marlies Rohmer’s multicultural
mosque in Amsterdam responds to
both local and Muslim traditions.

the two prayer halls and the central main
entrance contains ancillary functions such as
washrooms and smaller offices. Above them
is a mezzanine with prayer spaces for women.
The second floor contains classrooms, and
the third floor houses an employment centre. All the spaces are joined by a single fourstorey high central staircase.

MFCJoubertstraat

specificatie
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Barking Central II

Lincoln linearity

1
2

3

4




Brick provides a foil to AHMM’s
brightly-coloured balconies.
The second phase of this major east London
regeneration project is nearing completion.
Barking Central I included a new library
framed by a colonnade and topped by two
parallel housing blocks. Phase II completes an
architectural ensemble grouped either side of
a compact woodland or Arboretum. To the
west and north are four of the new buildings,
and one further residential block on Axe
Street to the east of Phase I. The buildings
include an 18-storey residential tower, a fourstorey glass-clad office building and a ninestorey brick-clad residential building. The latter, Building 2 (shown), is clad in profiled
brick, providing a textured background to the
coloured balconies. The tower, Building 3, is
clad in smooth brick and punctured to form
balcony recesses. The composition of the windows and balcony recesses provides a vertical
emphasis. The recesses incorporate colour to
articulate the puncture by the balconies of the
brick skin. The balconies and windows
emerge through the brick facade at the top of
the tower (photos: Rob Parrish).
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1 ppc aluminium coping
2 clay facing bricks, s/s supports
3 reinforced concrete upstand
4 SFS system with cement board
5 fire stop
6 metal/timber door frame
7 galvanised steel balustrade
8 galvanised support frame
9 cement board soffit with lighting
10 ppc curtain walling
11granite paving

















Workspaces
by Bauman
Lyons
respond
to
the
city’s
historic
street






patterns and building traditions.

The Terrace Creative Industries Workspaces
is an initiative by Lincoln Council to provide
workshops for trades such as jewellers, violin
makers, plus artists studios and digital and
creative media office spaces. Respecting the
medieval street pattern, Bauman Lyons’
building comprises three narrow gabled
blocks which draw on local precedent, but
refined to avoid overhanging eaves and gutters. An elevated glazed bridge creates an
axis of circulation at upper levels while allowing permeability of the alleyways between.
Generally stone is used on Lincoln’s civic

buildings and brick on domestic and private
buildings. As the building is neither civic nor
private, the architectural language respects a
contextual hierarchy while proposing new
materials which reflect changing technologies and a sustainable agenda. The primary
material is a thrown gault brick which alludes
to both local brickwork and to the sandstone
of the nearby museum and cathedral. At
ground level the brickwork is inset with limestone blocks, gathered around points of
activity on the facade and entrances, which
decreases in density as one moves away from
the main frontage. The brickwork forms the
plinth to all three buildings creating texture
to the ground floor (photos: Martine
Hamilton-Knight).
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Ijberg eco-house
by Marc Koehler

g

1.1 concept

1.2 roof garden

HQHUJ\VXIÀFLHQF\

The brick walls of this 140 square metre house
in Amsterdam’s Ijburg suburb will eventually
be hidden by planting. The facades, inspired
by 1920s Amsterdam School architecture, provide a substrate for climbing plants; flowerpots
are also integrated at various levels. In time,
hedra, Kiwis, grapes, apples and roses will
envelop the house, providing natural shading
and privacy and an ecosystem for birds and
insects. Inside, closed private spaces contrast
with open family spaces. Three bedrooms, a
bathroom, wc and a multi-purpose space are
located on the ground floor while the first
floor remains open for living, cooking and
eating. The house features a ground-source
heat pump, solar panels and heat recovery
(photos: Marcel van der Burg).
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Deceptive bends

Goetz Hootz Castorph subverts
conventions in a Munich suburb
Located south of Munich, this stark cubic volume of red brick adds a unorthodox accent
to its characteristically comfortable suburban
neighbourhood. The design of House H, by
local architect Goetz Hootz Castorph, develops a number of different aspects – from the
street it looks like a typical pitched-roofed volume, but from the garden the mannerist play
of perspectival distortion is revealed, whereby
a long wing reaches out into the depth of the
site. As a result the house seems to take on a
different character from every angle. The
strongly sculptural form is generated by combining different typologies. While the building shape can be regarded as a hybrid of a
New England pitched-roof ‘saltbox’ and a
generic 1960s bungalow, the plan derives

Tilburg tower
The Pieter Vreedeplein – IJzerstraat residential development by Bedaux de Brouwer
Architecten mediates between a new shopping mall and the characteristic grey brick
houses of Tilburg, The Netherlands. The 34
metre tower, just 8x16 metres in plan, contains a shop and four double-height apartments. The anthracite-coloured brick is
employed in rainscreen panels set in front of
insulation and the structure. Particular attention was given to the brick detailing – the collar joints are mortarless and the heads of the
bricks abut each other, while raked mortar
joints emphasise horizontality in the facades
(photos: Luuk Kramer).

from the client’s request for an enfilade of
similar rooms.
The facades comprise only two materials –
windows and other elements are in dark-grey
aluminum and walls are in red brick. The
absence of architraves make clear that the
brick is not loadbearing while, at the same
time, classical brick detailing is employed. The
warm colour of the brick reflects the different
weather and light situations. The roof incorporates solar collectors for heat and electricity
and heating is by a wood-pellet boiler.
Credits Architect: Goetz Hootz Castorph Architekten
und Stadtplaner; assistants: Wolfgang Gasde, Robert
Teichmann; structural engineer: Cordula CherubimRiedel; landscape architect: Vogt Landschaftsplaner;
services engineer: Kurt Güttinger Ingenieur; photos:
Michael Heinrich (exteriors), GHC (interior).
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PROFILEo
Having made its name as a practice
interested in the local and the everyday,
says Graham Bizley, Sergison Bates is
moving into Europe and beyond, where
a common experience of brick construction
provides a cross-cultural point of contact.
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Sergison Bates’ studio sits perched amongst the
rooftops overlooking the nineteenth and twentieth
century speculative development of London’s West
End. The buildings outside are unremarkable, but for
Jonathan Sergison, Stephen Bates and third partner
Mark Tuff these ordinary urban conditions have provided a rich vein of inspiration.
“We constantly walk through this city with our eyes
open, receptive to the lessons we get by looking at
what’s around us”, Sergison tells me. Rather than
importing exotic forms or materials, their approach
attempts to tease out and intensify local conditions to
make responses that are relevant to a particular place.
“We find that by referring to existing things”, he continues, “our ideas have some grounding over and
against the inescapable subjectivity of the creative act.”
Living and working in London one is constantly
aware of the presence of brick, in particular the roughpointed, dirty yellow stock bricks from which the
majority of Georgian and Victorian housing was built.
The image of brick is embedded in the cultural memory. In their writing Sergison and Bates suggest that
the way brick is used has the capability to communicate

very directly and intensely with human emotion.
Sergison recounts hearing his four-year-old daughter
talking about brick: “She says you take clay from the
ground, put it in a cast, then heat it up and you can
hold it in your hand. Of course she heard this from
me, but she remembers it. There’s something really
straightforward about that understanding that I think
is wonderful. It is the stuff of the ground.”
Despite its grounding in the gritty, chaotic fabric of
London, the work of the practice exhibits a rigour and
material quality seldom found in recent British architecture, and an increasing proportion of its workload
is abroad, with projects in Portugal and Spain (where
Bates worked in the early 1990s), two buildings on site
in Belgium and another about to break ground in
Switzerland. There the culture is receptive to the
meticulous way Sergison Bates makes architecture but
the work maintains a controlled looseness that comes
from vernacular building and is also very British.
“There’s enough common ground but there are
things we do that they find baffling”, Sergison admits.
Sergison and Bates acknowledge a great debt to
Alison and Peter Smithson. In their writing the

Smithsons were never afraid to trust their own observations. They did not try to create manifestos or intellectualise architecture, but rather endeavoured
through careful observation to understand the built
environment better, and share ideas that might be
useful in the design process. For Sergison and Bates
the combination of writing and teaching with practice
(Bates is a professor at the Technische Universität in
Munich while Sergison is a professor at the
Accademia di Architettura in Mendrisio, Switzerland)
allows them to develop a theoretical and ethical basis
for their work in the belief that “buildings should
emerge from conscious and artistic ideas as much as
programmatic rationale.”
When Sergison Bates was established in 1996,
Britain was emerging from a recession. Modernism
was being slowly rehabilitated by architects such as
David Chipperfield, building up trust using friendly
materials such as hardwood and stone in light-flooded,
Portraits Clockwise from top: Stephen Bates, Mark Tuff, Jonathan Sergison
(ph: Paul Duke).
Above left Studio house in Bethnal Green, London (ph: Ioana Marinescu).
Above right Three flats on Shepherdess Walk, London (ph: Ioana Marinescu).
Left Private residence in Islington, London (ph: Hélène Binet).
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honest expression of construction. This first period of
Sergison Bates’ work can be seen as an exploration of
the possibilities of the construction industry. At times
the practice has had to adapt its methods to the commercial environment, but its approach is also a challenge to the industry to aspire higher.
In 2004 Sergison Bates entered a competition for
the Cultural History Museum on the Danish island of
Bornholm which was to prove something of a shift
away from the lightweight construction they had
explored previously. “We wanted to understand brick
in a more Kahnian sense”, explains Sergison, “a more
primitive understanding, where weight and mass
become the thing that’s felt in the atmosphere, or the
experience of the building.” The architects proposed

open spaces. In this context Sergison Bates’ early built
work represented a radically different approach,
using vernacular references and ordinary building
materials employed in unexpected ways. A public
house on the quayside in Walsall (1998) has dark tile
and brick walls with an asymmetric, shallow pitched
roof – its form and materials chosen to evoke familiar
associations and tie the new building into its context.
Through several projects beginning with a pair of
semi-detached houses in Stevenage (2000) clad in a

14 • BB AUTUMN 09

thin veneer of cement fibre slates and brick slips,
Sergison Bates has sought to find a suitable image
for housing using timber-frame construction with a
rainscreen cladding. Three flats on Shepherdess
Walk, east London (2002), have an outer skin of
brown-black brick with flush mortar joints
pigmented to match the brick, relating to but not
matching the dirty yellow stock bricks of the neighbouring terrace. The ground floor street facade is
clad in light-coloured calcium silicate bricks reflecting

the rendered treatment of the lower floor of the adjacent houses. A grid of open perpends increases ventilation in the cavity as part of a breathing wall strategy.
A common idea in Sergison Bates’ work is the expression of the difference in the internal and external
experiences of the building. This was first made
explicit in the Shepherdess Walk housing where the
brick facade is conceived as a ‘weighty overcoat’ to the
timber shell. In the entrance porch a plywood element peeks out past the brickwork, hinting at what is
going on behind.
For a studio house on a narrow site in Bethnal
Green, east London (2004), the long party walls have
a blank single skin of brick. On its narrower street elevation a complex, layered facade of reflective glass,
steel and timber-framed windows, mesh and brick
partially reveals the timber frame behind. The bricks
are thin slips, the thickness of which is visible at the
corners. A mortar slurry has been applied to all the
brickwork, subsuming the identity of the individual
bricks in the mass of the wall.
In all these cases brick is used as a secondary element to stimulate emotion or lend associations to the
building rather than to hold it up. The character of
the surface is more important than its mass or an

a double-skin construction of loadbearing brick walls
and vaulted, brick-ballasted roofs. The brick was to
have been slurried to give an overall monolithic
appearance where the bricks become more like
aggregate in a conglomerate structure.
Three subsequent London housing projects
explore the possibilities of a more heavyweight brick
architecture within the confines of the British
Top left Urban housing in Finsbury Park, London (ph: Stefan Müller).
Left Competition entry for the relocation of the University for Art and
Design in the Dreispitz industrial sector of Basel (ph: David Grandorge).
Above Bornholm Cultural History Museum competition entry.
Right Suburban housing in Walthamstow, east London, featuring grey facing
bricks used in a stretcher bond. The £0.9m 670 square metre project for
Fullson Properties comprises eight apartments (ph: David Grandorge).
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construction industry. The first is a development of 44
affordable apartments overlooking Finsbury Park
(2008), divided into three distinct buildings to reflect
the scale of an adjacent pub and Victorian villas. The
burnt brick face of each villa is divided by strong horizontal concrete bands, cast in-situ into the outer leaf
of the cavity walls. The bands relate to string courses
on the neighbouring buildings and bind the three
villas into a larger whole.
For a development of 55 mixed-tenure apartments
in Canning Town (2009) an appropriate level of
ambition had to be established for a design & build
contract. The dominant material is brick divided into
carefully set out piers and recessed panels which are
rendered where they contain a window. This robust
strategy does not then rely on the size of the window

to maintain the proportions of the facade and implies
a layered construction of shifted planes on a simple
cavity wall.
The client for a small three-storey building of eight
private apartments in Walthamstow (2007) was a good
builder specialising in restoring historic buildings.
The use of brick was fundamental to the project, partly to satisfy planning demands but also to utilise the
contractor’s considerable skills. Edwardian mixed
grey facing bricks were used in a stretcher bond, chosen for their stock-like quality and their stone/grey
patina. Rendered architraves exaggerate the scale and
proportion of the windows, suggesting a larger voidto-solid ratio. The tonal match between the natural
mortar, brick, window frames and render gives a
homogeneity and wholeness to the composition.

Meanwhile in Belgium Sergison Bates has been
able to engage with a different construction industry,
in which bricks of a variety of sizes are commonly
used. Two buildings – a home for senior citizens in
Huise and a new city library in Blankenberge – use
strong horizontal measures supported by brick piers
in a similar way to the Finsbury Park housing but each
develops the idea in a different way.
The Blankenberge library will occupy a nineteenth
century former school with tall, interconnected booklined rooms intended to be introverted and comfortable. A new extension wrapped around three sides of
the existing building will contain contrasting rooms
which are more open with views out to the town.
Sergison describes the project as a negotiation
between old and new: “We were always asking the

existing building what it wants to be in its new life”,
he says. The elevations explore the idea of slippage
between an outer skin of brick and concrete with an
inner lining of aluminium panels and windows. The
piers vary in width to suit the spaces behind and are
made from whole 240mm-wide bricks laid in English
bond. The extension has three floors while the existing building only has two. The concrete bands do not
line up with the new floor levels but rather are used to
mediate visually between the levels and the stone
banding on the existing building.
For the senior citizens’ home in Huise the architects sought a purer expression of the mass of the
brick piers. To break the rhythm of the brickwork the
perpends have been set out to mis-align, blurring the
sense of the pier as an assembly of elements. Sergison

suggests that these subtle decisions at the level of the
detail can be effective in disrupting the intrinsic repetition of the programme. The building is organised
around two courtyards which step in section to create
difference between the floors. The bricks lining the
courtyard will be finished with a brick slurry to reflect
more light down and emphasise the difference
between inside and outside.
Over the past year Sergison Bates has moved even
further afield, working on an office building at a new
pharmaceutical research campus for Novartis, under
construction near Shanghai. Realising that there is a
local tradition of brick building it considered a loadbearing brick building but even in China labour costs
were prohibitive and local seismic activity demanded
a concrete frame. Instead the proposal is to use

L-shaped columns clad in brick with a varied wall
plane of panels and openings behind.
Sergison Bates seems to be thriving in these less
familiar environments. Through the use of brick, fundamental to the built environment of many civilisations, the practice is finding it possible to engage convincingly with cultures where one might have thought
they had little in common. The architects’ invention
and meticulous attention to detail is reinvigorating
the possibilities of brick construction. Their work
demonstrates that by bringing some thought and care
to the way brickwork is made, it can come alive.
Graham Bizley is a director of Prewett Bizley Architects.
Above Urban housing at Canning Town, London (ph: David Grandorge).
Below left Home for senior citizens, Huise, Belgium, now under construction.
Below Blankenberge library, Belgium, currently under construction.
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PRECEDENT

Far left The 49-metre-tall
west elevation with
stepped gable and porch.
Left Gruntvig Church
develops an idea first
explored in earlier JensenKlint projects such as his
national memorial (1907),
which he described as a
‘crystal knot of Danish
church towers’.
Right At the 1933 toppingout ceremony, Kaare Klint
observed: ‘The finely
smoothed bricks enabled a
precision that has probably
never before been
achieved in brickwork, yet
there is no hardness about
the material; ‘firm but soft’
was an expression that my
father favoured.’
Below Even the most
minor spaces in the church –
such as the organ loft – were
drawn in painstaking detail.
Credits Photos: Ole Meyer.

PHOTO 1

The Gruntvig Church
PV Jensen-Klint’s ‘poem in lime
and brick’ retains a unique place
in Danish culture and identity.
Here, Thomas Bo Jensen explores its
crypt, where the building’s tectonic
qualities are intensely experienced.
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Peder Vilhelm Jensen-Klint (1853-1930) was a central figure
in twentieth century Danish design, evolving over the course
of his career from an engineer into a multi-talented artist
and finally into one of Denmark’s most original architects,
whose masterpiece was the Gruntvig Church (1913-1940).
In his dry India-ink drawings of the church, Jensen-Klint
maintained such a high degree of abstraction that the
human activities that were to take place in the building seem
to have been of secondary importance to him. Steen Eiler
Rasmussen was both fascinated and amazed by this: ‘This
curious building will truly stand as a monument for later
ages, and people will be amazed that this idealised Gothick
church was created here in the twentieth century, for the
inner life to fill it will be lacking. Even though it will stand
on its hill, as concrete as anything can be, made of thousands
of bricks, it is nonetheless an abstraction for us, first and
foremost a pure form, art for art’s sake.’

Jensen-Klint had the church’s main concept clear when
work began in 1921, and continued to make detail drawings
for the tower’s brickwork until 1927. The precision and care
with which these drawings were made is impressive. JensenKlint had not just amassed a vast knowledge of old rules for
brickwork, but was also able to transform and develop them
for his own structural, aesthetic and spatial intentions – the
structural drawings of brick arches, for example, clearly
show that he did not only use the circular, elliptical and parabolic arches familiar from masonry manuals. The drawings
of secondary interior spaces – such as reinforcing ribs, the
organ loft and the side gallery high above the sanctuary –
are pure masterpieces of the art of drawing brickwork. Brick
by brick, made with prim perfectionism, they bear witness to
how fully Jensen-Klint mastered his tectonic art.
The crypt can be reached via the anterooms in the side
buildings or via the narrow, pentagonal ambulatory, which

has two levels. The upper one is less than one metre wide
and has a free height of 16 metres. The lower level, which
leads down to the crypt, is yet another of the church’s distinctive secondary spaces. The ceiling is so low that it is
impossible to avoid seeing the way in which the brickwork
forms a closed barrel vault, directly extending the vertical
walls. In the room’s obtuse angles, the vault turns the corner
with the aid of an elegant joint in which the bricks are bevelled diagonally on two sides and interwoven in what brings
to mind a zigzag stitch.
Here, in this compressed brick universe, we can rejoice in
the fact that Kaare Klint – Jensen-Klint’s son, who completed his father’s work – relinquished the idea of wrought iron
railings and instead used brick balustrades to separate the
ambulatory from the sanctuary. The room is crowned by a
window detail that once again emphasises the formidable
architectural energy that characterises every corner of the
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church. Light is led down into the crypt through three deep
shafts. The centremost of these light shafts is interrupted by
the lower ambulatory. But the downward movement is maintained in a straight line and emphasised with the aid of
bricks put at acute or obtuse angles in the outermost rim of
the arches. It is places like these that make us dizzy at the
thought of the bricklayers who stood here in peace and
quiet, a plug of tobacco in their cheeks, and smoothed each
brick to jewel-like perfection before they laid it in place.
The arches and vaults in the crypts are flattened and low.
The room seems powerfully compressed, as if the columns
and vaults of the sanctuary were forced into a dense mass
that envelops the dim hollow. The crypt’s mass is reflected
directly in the surfaces, which seem to press down heavily on
the room. The light shafts, as much as four metres deep,
reinforce this weight, creating a dramatic contrast to the delicate forms of the sanctuary. Nonetheless, there is elegance
in the lines that matches that in the sanctuary above.
Also noteworthy is the way in which the structure is
revealed where the light shafts break through the wall. The
deep window recesses rest directly on the wall ribs’ top pointed arch, whose upper side thus becomes visible all the way
through the wall. It was not necessary to take the arch all the
way in like this, but revealing the inside of the wall made it
possible to emphasise the brickwork’s tectonic cohesion –
and beauty. The cultivation of beauty is also found in the
severies, which are built up as homogenous shells without
ribs. In the nave of the crypt, the ribs were replaced by
groins of cut, interwoven bricks, while the shells were joined
by a zigzag seam of diagonally-cut bricks that overlap in twos.
The crypt is a tectonic cave in which each and every brick
was inserted precisely into a spatial knot that provides a masterful contrast to the sanctuary above. It is a theatrical
antipode, which plays beautifully upon the human contrasts
that are the church’s primary focal point. It is the church’s
innermost idea, presented in a spatial continuum in which
man’s hands pushed each individual brick into place, but
where the life that normally follows the hand’s own work has
paradoxically shrunk into the arid lines of an abstraction. It
is distant and ethereal, but also immediate and tactile. The
warm intermediary space in which man seeks confirmation
in everyday life did not interest Jensen-Klint. The church is
first and foremost a trancendental edifice, which is why this
seeming arrogance must be considered legitimate.
Left The lower level of the ambultaory leading to the crypt, with bricks stitched in a
zigzag pattern. This stitch was made on both the internal and external corners, with a
respective concave and convex bevelling of the brick as a result. The surface of the
ceiling is also broken by arches that cut into the vaulted shape from openings to the
side of the church.
Top right The vaults in the crypt are not quite as low as Jensen-Klint originally conceived them, because Kaare Klint misunderstood the drawing.
Right The deep window recesses, which rest directly on the wall ribs, underline the
impression of the room’s dramatic weight; Reinforcing ribs and wall ribs emerge
directly from the low columns. The low columns’ lowermost courses are recessed
slightly, while the following courses have beveled edges up to the spring lines of the
reinforcing ribs, only 1200 mm over the floor. The simple details together form horizontal lines through the room and establish a strict architectural order in the dense space;
Resting on the heavy reinforcing ribs, the crypt’s severies meet in a zig-zagged seam
where the bricks are cut at sharp angles.
Credits Photos: Ole Meyer.

Thomas Bo Jensen is an architect and associate professor at the Royal
Danish Academy of Fine Arts, School of Architecture in Copenhagen.
His book PV Jensen-Klint: The Headstrong Master Builder is published by
Taylor & Francis (2009).
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TECHNICALo

Walk the line
The BDA examines the
practical aspects of specifying
thin joint masonry.

Thin joint masonry has been employed
in mainland Europe for sometime but
its use in the UK started around the
turn of the century. By way of an introduction thin joint masonry is an assembly of masonry units in mortar beds of
0.5mm to 3mm thickness, normally
referred to as thin layer mortar, and
without pointing. For practical reasons
the upper limit is more likely to be
4mm and the brickwork should be set
out to the brick dimension plus 3-4mm.
The use of thin joint brickwork gives
designers the opportunity to be innovative in their use of bricks, creating
original and exciting clay facades and

enabling architectural features that
are not as easily achievable with conventional brickwork. For example, the
absence of pointing in thin joint brickwork means that the appearance of
the finished wall is unlike that of conventional brickwork. The colour and
texture of the brick are enhanced
because they are not moderated by the
mortar joints.
Furthermore, in cavity wall construction the inner and the outer leaves do
not coordinate and the designer is
therefore not restricted with brick size
and shape.
Thin joint brickwork also makes it
easy to manipulate bricks while the
wall is being built. It is therefore possible to introduce surface modelling by
laying bricks at different angles (out of
plane), or altering the plane of the
work by recessing and projecting the
brickwork face.

Compressive strength
Generally, the compressive strength of
masonry reduces with increasing joint
thickness. Thin joint brickwork has
been shown to have superior compressive strength compared to traditional
brickwork, but for design purposes
strengths for nominal 10mm bed
mortar joints can be used.
Flexural strength
The use of thin layer mortar rather
than traditional mortar results in
greater flexural strength in brickwork.
However, this enhancement is somewhat compromised with bed joint
widths being less than 100mm. In
other words, the reduction in flexural
strength is offset by the higher mortar
strength. On the basis of test results,
flexural strengths compare favourably
with those corresponding to traditional mortar designations (ii) and (iii).

Movement joints
The principles of movement joint
spacing and location are similar to
those used in traditional brickwork. In
the early days of development the
requirement for movement joint spacing was considered more onerous and
typically values of two-thirds of those
adopted for traditional brickwork
were specified. This may have been
due to the stronger mortar used in this
form of construction. However in
recent years the tendency has been to
increase the joint centres to the
frequency of brickwork in traditional
mortar, ie 10-12 metres.

wall construction. There are a number
of proprietary wall ties which have
been specifically developed. They are
typically face-fixed to the inner leaf,
though in case of aircrete, inner leaf
helical ties are driven into blockwork
and set in the brickwork bed joints.
Face-fixed ties can also be used with
timber frames. It is important that neither the thickness nor the diameter of
such ties should be greater than threequarters of the declared value of the
joint thickness. Ties similar to the
Fastrack short channel system can also
be used where the channel is fixed to
the inner leaf blockwork.

Wall ties
Wall ties used in traditional masonry
construction are not suitable for use
in thin joint systems because it is likely
that the brickwork will not coordinate
with the inner leaf blockwork in cavity

Construction
Laying thin joint brickwork involves a
new approach on site and operatives
need to be trained in its use. Several
operatives are now trained in the UK
and brick manufacturers may be

consulted about training courses.
Thin joint mortar is mixed using a
proprietary machine and typically
placed via an eight metre hose with a
twin outlet gun nozzle. The machines
work on 240 volts and are imported
from Europe, but can be hired in the
UK. For health and safety reasons 110
volts step down transformers are needed on UK sites. Proprietary mortar is
laid at least 10mm back from the external brick face and positioned centrally
in order to avoid staining and snots.
Bed joints can be continuously
mortared with the gun and the perpends are mortared by aligning the
bricks on their ends in rows and continuously mortaring prior to laying.
The mortar quickly starts to set after
mixing and a continuous operation is
required in order to prevent the gun
from getting blocked. It is recommended that operatives take phased

breaks to ensure an uninterrupted
progress. Immersing the gun in a
bucket of water can help to prevent
short-term hardening. The machine
must be thoroughly cleaned after each
day, preferably with a pressure washer.
Care should be taken to avoid mortar
falling onto exposed brickwork
because of the difficulty in cleaning it.
Thin joint brickwork should not be laid
in freezing weather and cold weather
guidance for traditional masonry
should be adopted. As with traditional
masonry, newly laid brickwork must be
protected once laid.
Prefabrication
One of the great benefits of thin joint
masonry is its suitability for prefabrication either in a factory or on site.
Among the main benefits are:
• High quality and consistency in workmanship.

• Progress is not weather-reliant.
• Reduction in both waste and on site
trades and supervision.
• High degree of flexibility with respect
to other structural systems.
The following points should be considered when adopting prefabrication:
• Panels must be of a manageable size
for efficient transportation and erection on site. Limiting vertical
elevations to a single storey height
improves handling and reduces
temporary works.
• Attention to fixings and connection
systems with respect to the sub- and
superstructures and the overall
stability.
The simplicity with which prefabrication and in-situ processes may be
interchanged to suit the design
requirements make thin joint brickwork a serious option for both cladding
and structural components.

Left Thin joint mortar is mixed using a proprietary
machine and typically applied using a a twin outlet gun
nozzle. It should be laid at least 10mm back from the
external brick face and positioned centrally in order to
avoid staining and snots.
Opposite Ecohouse constructed from prefabricated
wall panels incorporating thin joint masonry
(main photo: Hufton & Crow).
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